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**Product Name:** ZCode System

**Creator Name:** Mike Zed

**Official Website:** Click Here

ZCode System is a system that works for sports investors. Unlike when you bet on your favorite team, zcode system uses analytics to show the best bet whether the team is winning or losing. The system works void of emotions as they use technology statistics of the various teams since 1999 and the knowledge of human cappers, most of who are sports professionals or expert sports analyzers. The predictions are based on 15 years data and evidence. After you have been given the prediction, you can check the statistics on the members area as the site does not hide any data.

Basically, they offer predictions on every major sport in the US including NBA, MLB, NHL and NFL. Besides, they integrate major soccer leagues globally, [NCAA basketball](https://www.ncaab.com/), [NCAA football](https://www.ncaaf.com/) and also horse racing.

This program covers all the important and big events in the sporting calendar; therefore when one sports season end, another is already getting started. That takes account of soccer, football, basketball, baseball, and many others.

The sports are selected which allow you to take on in high-volume betting at bookies due to their popularity and are selected using more than eighty different parameters which govern every game like:

- Injuries
- Player conditions
- Home or away team
- Past performance
- Goalies
- Team selection
- Events
- Trainers
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- Predicted future performance
- The significance of the match
- Feuds
- Rivalries

And other factors which can influence the result of every sport. Like for instance, once you knew that the top performing football team would be playing with an underdog team, obviously the best will be on the best team. However, what if the chosen team only sidelined its three best players in recent injuries and the coach was experiencing a personal issue, would they be such a powerful contender to win the match? This is where knowledge is essential.

A big part of guessing the right result of a sporting event like baseball or football match like for instance is to understand the winning value of every team on the day of the game. Getting all the knowledge needed to entirely cover each situation would likely wear you out relatively fast.

However, if you have an automated formula doing all the job for you, you can use that information and pick the winning team precisely and accurately than the average bettor. Utilizing the ZCode System is like having a specialized team of sports experts working relentlessly for you on a daily basis.

Who Is The Author or Creator?

Mr. Mike Zed created the Zcode system. Its development involved the most successful FX expert advisor team who aimed at inventing a betting software that could predict the outcome of sports events with extreme accuracy. ZCode system’s official website, zcodesystem.com is sold through Clickbank.

What Do You Get in the Member’s Area?

*Click here information member area*

If you become a member of this system, you will have access to all the sections of the member’s area on the site that non-subscriber will never witness. These take account of the following:

- A training section wherein you will know how to make use of the system to your benefit.
- VIP picks of the day that you can utilize to put your bets.
- A hot trend wherein you can see which player or team is at the top
- Power ranking which shows the best-ranked teams and players
- A video tutorial wherein you can see all the videos which make you a winner
- A bookmaker suggested for the best chances and ease of use
- Amazing bonuses which you can take benefit of to earn a considerable amount of money.
- Forum when you can interact with other users and exchange tips and ideas, ask queries and get relevant answers.
- A support wherein you discuss things with a skilled and seasoned team member.
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Z Code System Reviews

When it comes to betting, human beings love winning and they will do anything that will guarantee them some good cash. Luckily, with the ZCode system, you can make more accurate predictions on every sporting event to secure you a win.

What Is This Product All About?

The Zcode system is a complete suite for betting tips, and it has been around since 1999. This sports betting system helps people to predict the winning team to guarantee them easy money with much less hassle. It also allows you to access 9 different sports groups thus assuring you sports betting success all year round.

Remember, you need not know anything about sports. It comes with several helpful tutorials to help you comprehend how the system works and provides general advice on betting.

Essentially, this system best distinguishes matched betting from gambling. In gambling, you merely place your stake without any basis or pegging them to any outcome.

But with matched betting, all possible results have a stake placed on them to ensure you make a profit regardless of the outcome. This is where the Zcode betting system comes in handy.
Some of the bonuses offered by Zcode System are:

**Liner Reversal:** This is a tool which gives the user with life changes as they take the place of Vegas lines, totals and spreads, the chances and easy to follow char as well as the present public percentage of every team.

This amazing tool allows you to follow where the smart money placed by smart bettors is being placed in real time.

**Oscillator:** This allows a user to follow the existing trends of any player or team shows you graphically utilizing charts which you can utilizeto compare opposing teams and make predictions based on solid and updated information.

A total predictor for finding where a specific set of betting totals is under or over and it comes with a comprehensive guide.

**MLB Pitcher Oscillator:** This is a must-have tool for baseball fanatics as it gives you with a graph which shows present pitcher shape. WithMLB, you have the chance to compare pitchers for present form and trends as well as see which is slumping and surging. It comes with a complete set of team status detail you can make use of to your benefit.

**Power Ranking Indicator:** This is an essential tool which shows you the current condition and real-time and rated power of players and team int he four main sporting disciplines. The details given are based on an array of internal system indicators which plot which modifies over a given
season. This allows you to evaluate them at a glance. See immediately the level of stability of any player or team as well as their power rank for better-informed betting than any body else.

**How Does The System Work?**

**Zcode System** claims that they are not about gambling and they trade sports just as you would in Forex trading. They apply more than 80 parameters to come up with the winning system. Some of the parameters include player injuries and other player conditions, home or away games, goalies, past performance, trainers/coach, match importance, feuds, rivalries, events and predicted future performance among others. Besides, they take sports’ experts opinion to add to the analytics. All these parameters are added to give an outcome.

Zcode system is not all about who wins and who loses; it is about the value of the bet. If for instance, in a game between Atlanta Braves and Washington Nationals, Braves have a winning chance of 55 percent but with 2.27 odds, Zcode will advice that you do not bet as the bet lacks value. However, if in the same game Braves have a 64 percent chance of hitting, Zcode will give it a 5 star rating which is the highest bet rating. These are the kind of analysis that Zcode will give on every game.

Besides, you are given the reason for every bet rating and you can verify using the statistics shown. It is easy to get started.

**Zcode System Tools**

Once you buy the Zcode membership, you get access to a number of tools to enhance your winning further. The tools include:

- **Line Reversal Tool:** It is a simple tool that shows you live changes of spreads and totals, Vegas lines, odds and charts and the public percentages of different games. Simply put, it shows you where the smart bettors are leaning.
- **Zcode Oscillator:** It is a tool to show the direction of the team you placed a bet for is going. Basically, you get to view the streaks and the trends the team goes through. It uses simple charts to compare two teams and show which is slumping and which is surging.
- **Total Predictor:** This tool enables you to predict totals.
- **MLB Pitcher Profit Oscillator:** It uses a chart to show the shape of the current pitcher. This enables you to compare two pitchers and determine their progress using their trends and patterns. It also shows the standing team status including their last games, difference in profitability and pitcher profitability.
- **Power Rankings Indicator:** This is an automatic tool that updates power rankings.

**Advantages**

The Zcode System forum keeps new and experienced users abreast with new information, offers machine recommendations, offers opinions about various games. It is an active community that gives you the extra information you need before placing your bet. There may be an injury that
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Zcode does not factor; the forum brings it to your notice. This is a big plus for the zcode members.

**Zcode System offers** flexibility that no other betting system has offered. The system offers subsystems for sports investors who are not able to go through each individual game. The loads of information can be confusing, especially to the newbies, and thus they give specific picks each day. You can follow systems like the Delta and Alpha Trends and make money with less hassle. Forum members will also create systems that lead you to winning too.

The Zcode system is always updated to ensure that the users get up to date statistics. Besides, the system is easy to use. After creating your account, you get access to 24/7 support, daily winning picks, video tutorials, guides and FAQ to get you started. The support team is great and can be accessed any time of the day.

**Disadvantages**

The plethora of information on the Zcode System site can be confusing to the newbies; the pitcher ratings, win/loss streaks, power rankings and a number of other information that the investor must understand. For VIP membership, you have to be a professional and dedicated sports investor and not just a casual one. This is so because of the monthly charges which currently stand at $198. Those who only want to bet $10 for every game have to build their bankrolls before joining the system. It will only work for those willing to invest $50 to $100 for every game.

**Conclusion**

There are many betting systems that do not work today. **Zcode system** is one of the betting systems that have proven to work given the number of positive feedback to its credit online. If you are a sports investor who want to make money from betting, you can try this system. If you are not sure of its credibility, you can start with the trial version.